
Open letter to Premier Danielle Smith 

Please, Ms. Premier, could you open an inquiry into the deaths of children who have had 

interventions for their alleged safety like my kid did. I did not test positive for drugs or alcohol 

like was alleged and I was proven safe in court. I am a victim of malicious people and still very 

angry over false allegations made by CFS EPS and their informants. I have a history of 

truthfulness in court as acknowledged by at least 4-5 or possibly six judges in two different 

provinces. 

Did you know I advised Jason Kenney that I was forced by an FSCD worker to electronically 

sign documents for the Alberta government. It was almost threatened upon me repercussions 

to not sign according to the FSCD worker or case manager. It was about $4000 per month, and 

I saved the emails I made to Jason Kenney who did not respond to this. We received the same 

monthly report about my daughter’s progress under this fraud where there was no contact 

between my daughter and Autism Services of Edmonton for the $4000 per month.  

It could have been us teaching our daughter necessary things if we had the materials available 

to us. But because of this fraud it was not possible for us to get funding for us the legitimate 

parents. Could you also ask the Justice Minister to look into claims by Kendra who claims she 

killed autistic kids in group homes, and someone did paperwork on it, so she was not in trouble. 

She still has access to kids in Alberta hers and others as she does babysit. I hope there are not 

so many mistakes in the future like the fifty kids said to have died in interventions in Alberta 

this past year. It was in the news previously of approximately 40 kids dying in Alberta care 

monthly in previous years. I am not against the government as you should be aware just ticked 

off being ignored while homelessness is not addressed, and a dirty medical system like in Royal 

Alexandra hospital and others where you do not get legal access if under forced care, but I got 

lucky. 

If someone were to see how the autistic boy was treated at Royal Alex that I saw, you would 

be ashamed to call yourself an Albertan. I witnessed an assault that I called the RCMP and 

there is a file on that for you to access and if that is what you thought the system is still not 

fixed yet than good you still may just need proper clarity on the shift stealing not the alleged 

overworked health care staff, but it is a greedy sick system in need of overhaul. 

I received a letter in email form from the Alberta government that offered me some advice on 

how to get legal aid. In the charter or rights and freedoms of Canada I have access and rights 

to a state funded lawyer fact read the charter on the gov.ca website about the charter. I don’t 

intend to get blown off by the Alberta government like I did by Roger’s communications Koodo 

Desjardins and all the CIBC and other frauds I went through since coming to Alberta. 

You will get a few emails from me and if you call that unjust or not profound enough, I am 

contacting the attorney general of Canada the country you take on weekly in the news. I don’t 

care for newsy channels in Canada as they are state funded like you are.  

                                                                                                          Jacob Deveaux 

                                                                                                              Canadian 



 

 

 

 


